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T his year is the 40th anniversary of the Miura.
Well..., actually it isn’t. When it went on the stand
at the 1965 Turin Show, the naked Miura chassis
was a bodyshell short of a car. No one had even

been commissioned to design its clothes. Nevertheless, the
order book was a blur of activity as deposits were laid down
blind. At Geneva the following year, Lamborghini once again
stole the Show but with the finished item – a P400 Miura. 
The body boasted Bertone badges but a 22-year-old Marcello
Gandini working at Bertone took much of the credit.

Frequently labelled the world’s most beautiful car, the 
Miura is certainly the jewel in the Lamborghini crown and the
twinkle in the bull’s eye. About 760 Miuras were made but
fewer than half exist. The Miura was the first time that the
Lamborghini bull gored the Ferrari stallion. The list of celebrity
Miura buyers was endless. While the aristocracy posed in their
Miuras at Monaco, pop stars went on Miura-crashing frenzies.

Currently unattainable to all but the rich, t’was not always
thus; there was a time in the late 1970s and early 1980s when
a tatty Miura was almost affordable but for me the icon
quickly escaped into the financial stratosphere. Prices
climbed, fell, hovered and soared, but always out of my
league. Then one day in the summer of 1996, the phone rang.

The Find
Like a motoring fairytale, a girlfriend was out walking cross-
country in Hertfordshire when she stumbled over it in a
farmyard. “I have found an old car that might interest you,”
she said. “It has a buffalo badge and the engines have
Lamborghini written on them in braille.” I deduced that the
‘buffalo’ could be a bull, the ‘engines’ could be the four cam-
covers and the ‘braille’ was the Lamborghini raised scripts. It
was when she read out the chassis number that I realised she
was serious. The next day we found the farmer and obtained
the phone number of the Lamborghini’s owner. 

The Italian car world is relatively small and it turned out
that we knew the buffalo’s owner – a UK Italian car collector
who spends much time in Japan. He bought this Italian-spec
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arms, mention a Miura in conversation and the very next
question will be, “Is it an SV?”  I decided to go as best I could
down the SV route. I also wanted the car to handle well, work
in modern traffic, run on normal pump fuel and also be
capable of surviving European road rallies and tough
continental hillclimbs. 

Converting a good P400 or P400S to SV spec would be
questionable if not extravagant – better to enjoy the purity of
the early car. As mine was part SV anyway, and needed

Miura in Tokyo in 1990 and shipped it to the UK. Still on its
open shipping pallet the car remained untouched and totally
complete for six years until 1996. Professional restoration
costs would be far higher than a Miura’s then £50-£70k
restored value so it had little worth. A cheque for £5000 was
handed over and in the summer of ‘96 I became the owner of
a Miura. The DVLA inspected its sorry state and a letter from
the Lamborghini factory confirming that all the numbers were
correct. They issued a registration document with a period
number plate. 

After a six-year rest in a Hertfordshire field, the Miura then
had a further six years slumbering with the spiders in my
garage. In the summer of 2002, the time was right to begin the
rebuild. Restoration motives vary. For some, it is a financial
motive – and invariably risky. For others it is nostalgic – a
schoolboy dream. Then there is the nostalgia thing of restoring
a car that has been in the family for years. My motives were
none of these. Cars like this are the stuff of history. They will
be around long after we are gone. I was offered a quick profit
soon after I bought it but I knew it would be dismantled and
sold for spare parts. The idea of such a fate was unthinkable. 
It would be like breaking up Michelangelo’s David for ballast.
It may sound corny but I did it for the car’s sake and for art’s
sake. Any other benefits were secondary.

The Restoration
Removing the mountain of cardboard boxes, the car cover and
12 years of dust, I opened the driver’s door, sat in the Miura
and made brumm brumm noises. All the pedals were stuck
and my feet went through the floor. A restoration plan was
needed. This 1970 car was originally a Miura S but was
almost immediately converted to part SV spec. SVs were
being built in late 1970 for the March 1971 Geneva Show. My
choice was either to build it to S spec (cheaper and easier) or
go the whole way down the SV route (difficult, complicated
and expensive). Many P400 and P400S Miuras have been
converted to SV. This is normal in the Miura world, as later
models just got better and better. Like swans and broken

TOP: It’s not every day
that you find an Italian
supercar in a field
BELOW: Roberto shows
off the finished car to
Mabert’s panel-beater

“I sat in the Miura and made brumm brumm noises. All the pedals
were stuck and my feet went through the floor”
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everything doing to it, the upgrade made sense.
A visit to the Sant’Agata factory restoration department

revealed a great source of help. I met with the head of the
restoration department and with legendary test driver and
one-time Miura assembler Valentino Balboni. Advice was also
gathered from other top names in the Miura world. While a
full factory restoration would have been nice, I learned that,
just like any car, a Miura does not have to be restored at the
factory. There are many capable Miura restorers worldwide

and in any case much sub-contracting is done by these
restorers, including the factory. With plenty of experience, 
I decided to restore the Miura myself, sub-contracting many
jobs where appropriate. To upgrade to SV spec you need to
change the chassis, aluminium body, floorpan, trim, sills,
bumper, lights, wheels, tyres, brakes, suspension, exhaust,
engine and transmission – a lot of work. 

This spanner story only scratches the surface. It would
take volumes to go into detail. The easiest part of a
restoration is the dismantling. It is after dismantling that
many car restorers give up. It is when the enormity of the
task hits home. 

Chassis
The Miura is both a strong car, and a weak car; strong in
crash protection yet weak in torsional rigidity. The A-posts 
are far too slender to bring the roof into the equation and the
sills... well, it doesn’t have any. Those gold items in the
pictures are aluminium covers held on by self-tappers. 

Remember that first Miura chassis, full of holes,
displayed at the 1965 Turin Show? The earlier the Miura,
the more holes in the chassis. Lamborghini’s customers
were the research and development department. By the
time Lamborghini got to the SV, most of the holes were
gone and much of the steel in the chassis had been
increased in thickness. Early cars weigh 1180kg and distort
if jacked up. The SV weighs 65kg more, at 1245kg, and can
be used like a car. The steel thickness in my car’s chassis
was measured and several grades were found, with thicker
metal at the high stress points. In rebuilding the chassis,
the number of holes was further reduced. Bent and rusted
metal was replaced with thicker steel than standard, in
some places doubling up on the original metal. All this was
in search of longevity and better chassis rigidity. The bare
chassis was put on a spit so that it could be rotated for
access. While on the spit, a birdcage of temporary steel
tubes was welded in place to maintain integrity. Great care
was taken in getting the shut-line right.

Lamborghini Miura

ABOVE LEFT: Tin-worm
feeding in the pedal box
BELOW: A spit was
constructed so that the
chassis could be rotated
for ease of access

“The easiest part of a restoration is the dismantling. It is after
dismantling that many car restorers give up”
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a UK supplier. Everything needed attention, renewing or
reconditioning. Nothing could go back on the car without
work. The speedo was showing 40,000km (25,000 miles)
and is believed to be genuine. 

Engine
Any Miura is fast enough and ultimate performance was
not a major concern. Electronic ignition and modern
pistons were used not so much for the extra power they
produce but for reliability. SV Jota ram-pipes with mesh
filters replaced the huge standard air-filter boxes. Apart
from looking the business, they free up the engine bay for
easy access. It also makes any fuel leaks more evident and
prevents the possibility of fuel building up in the airboxes.
The ram-pipes also create that mid-range induction noise
that we all want to hear. The over-boring and head-
machining will also have a small effect on increasing 
power with more cc and a higher compression ratio.
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SEVEN MIURA MISCONCEPTIONS
❶ They take off at speed
At near-maximum speed, cars with a low rear ride-height could let too much
air under the car especially if the front-mounted fuel tank is empty. To
alleviate this, the flat floorpan needs to ride lower at the front than the rear.
Saggy rear springs are common. SV-style lower profile but taller diameter rear
tyres also help. If the angle of attack is right, they don’t fly.

❷ Early cars were faster
The horsepower figures at the time – and now passed into legend – quote
350bhp for the 1966 P400, 375bhp for the 1969 P400S and 385bhp for the
1971 P400SV. In the ‘60s and ‘70s, power exaggeration was rife. Forty years
on, power figures are more accurate but will vary according to build spec and
modifications. Early cars were lighter, less rigid and more fragile. The SV is
slightly heavier and wider but handles better. So the speed argument depends
upon what you mean by faster.

❸ The occupants get cooked by the engine
Not if the rear bulkhead and relevant exhaust manifold is insulated properly. The
greenhouse effect of the vast windscreen is the greatest heat source, especially
with its two-seater interior volume. The standard ventilation system is very
efficient. Late SVs offered air-con as an option but it brings packaging problems,
more engine heat and means sacrificing the glove compartment. Aftermarket
air-con is available from specialists including Salvatore Diamonte of Turin.

❹ They are unreliable
All depends how well-sorted they are. It takes a lot to get one right and it will
need effort to maintain it in that condition but I wouldn’t call a Miura
unreliable. If you must have reliability, buy a Fiat Panda. Oil changes are
recommended at 3000-mile intervals. If it is an early car with shared oil for
the engine and gearbox, frequent oil changes are a must. If it is a split sump
SV, then I’d still change the engine and gearbox oil every 3000 miles.

❺ They are expensive to maintain
True. Parts and labour prices are very high.

❻ They catch fire
Any engine with a stack of carbs sitting on top of exhausts and ignition is
going to catch fire if the carbs flood or the plumbing is poor. It’s all about
proper maintenance. Install a fire extinguisher anyway.

❼ They are noisy
True, although engine clatter is far less than on a similar vintage Ferrari.

TOP: New rear panel
being made at Mabert srl 
ABOVE: The electrics are
best described as
‘challenging’. Some new
wiring was necessary

Panels
The hinged front and rear ends of the Miura are aluminium
skins over lightweight steel frames. Damaged, corroded and
beyond repair, the job of supplying new ones was entrusted 
to Mabert srl (Tel: 0039 011 9610014), well-known Turin 
tin-bashers who make prototypes for Bertone and who have
the Miura body bucks. The rebuilt chassis was loaded onto
my race trailer and delivered to Turin. Six months later the 
car was collected with its brand new front and rear ends. In
the meantime, much to-ing and fro-ing on aeroplanes with
grilles, slats, lights and bumpers was needed to ensure
bespoke fitting.

Mechanics
While the chassis and body were away, the mechanical
components were attacked. Parts were sourced from the
factory and from worldwide specialists, with Eurospares as
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The engine and transmission unit which is a one-piece
casting was dismantled and examined. Nothing was broken
but it needed a rebuild. It was also converted to split sump.
Later SVs had this desirable mod and it is a must as it
separates the oil systems of the engine and transmission,
prolonging the life of both. 

Classic Lamborghinis tend to smoke, partly because they
use an old-fashioned one-piece piston ring design and also
have no oil seals on the valve stems. I opted for modern
forged pistons with Total Seal piston rings. I modified the
valve guides to accept valve stem oil seals. For many reasons,
it is far better to rebore the existing pressed-in cylinder liners
(old Maserati V8s included) than battling to extract and fit
new ones, which would have to be finish-machined in situ in
any case, to eliminate ovality. The heads were refaced and
rebuilt using new hardened valve seats which are compatible
with modern unleaded fuel. The crankshaft had the blanking
plugs removed to clean out otherwise inaccessible swarf.
New blanking plugs were fitted, the journals were reground
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and new bearings fitted. A new clutch was fitted and
balanced along with the flywheel.

The standard ignition system has four sets of contact
points that are hopelessly inefficient and go wonky every 250
miles. As this Miura had to be useable, I opted for fit-and-
forget Luminition electronic ignition, all tucked away inside
the original distributors. The stack of Weber carbs was
beyond repair and fully reconditioned units were obtained
from Weber specialist CDM in Turin (0039 011 6809247) – very
important if you don’t want to become a fire statistic. The
gearbox needed a whole bunch of bearings, synchros and
gears, and was put together by Lamborghini and Ferrari
specialist Colin Clarke (Tel: 01923 274545) who also did the
split sump conversion, the rebore and an oil-way upgrade. 

Assembly
With the bare chassis and bodyshell back from Italy, the
satisfying job of bolting it all together began. The original

Lamborghini Miura

TOP: Engine unit before
and after rebuilding. The
lubrication, fuel and
ignition systems were
modernised to make the
car more user-friendly
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put a top hat on the roof and still drive off under the closed
barrier. I selected first gear and was about to disappear but
previous brushes with Italian plod made me hesitate,
during which time the machine accepted the card.

The driving experience is better than I had expected and
superior to other Miuras I have driven. The rear suspension
of the P400 and P400S has a two-piece lower rear wishbone
which constantly changes the rear toe-in – a rear-steering
system that was abandoned with the SV’s conventional
wishbones. The unassisted steering is a delight if
somewhat low geared. Sitting position has been improved
ever-so subtly with very slight changes to the steering
column angle, the wheel’s reach and the seat angle. The
gearchange is as cumbersome as all of them but the clutch
is easy. The unservoed brakes need a long travel and work
well as intended. A delicate pedal modification is planned
to assist toe-heeling. Ventilation is superb and no engine
heat gets through the bulkhead’s new insulation. Lagging
of the forward exhaust manifold has also done the trick.

wiring was retained but new harnesses were made for the
bonnet and boot assemblies. Four new ventilated discs were
fitted. The entire hydraulic systems are new or reconditioned
with Red Dot attending to the calipers and pads. The radiator
was re-cored. The seats were re-covered in leather and new
Wilton carpets were made. The alternator, starter, wiper motor,
heater motor and other electrics were reconditioned although
the window lift motors and rad-fan motors checked out fine. 

Firing Up
Start-up time – with the distributors set somewhere near
right, the fuel pump filled the carbs. Engaging the starter
motor, the V12 immediately burst into life. Then it was off to
Southern Carburettors’ rolling road for a mixture check
through the rev range. As the motor had done no miles, a
full power measurement was postponed. The workshop
manual quotes a ludicrously high amount of static ignition
advance – 18˚. This rises to 38˚ at 4500rpm. Presumably
this was determined with 101 octane 5-star fuel and
running on old-fashioned ignition. With electronic ignition
and 98 octane, the book was closed and I allowed the motor
to dictate its new ignition requirements. Miura V12 engines
are screamers and it sounded like a 1970s F1 car as it
howled at the Wimbledon trading estate.

First Drives
Winter 2004/5 wouldn’t go away, so early test drives were in
rain, snow, ice and darkness. No matter, as this car is for
using. In any case it was time to return to Italy for its first
event – the Coppa Milano-Sanremo historic rally, which
took place in early March and involved snow-covered
mountain passes (the subject of a later feature). After the
rally I drove back to Milan via Turin in order to let the tin-
bashers at Mabert srl have a look at the finished item. After
a long wait at a motorway toll booth (is there anything
more stupid than this system?) the automated machine
would not accept my card. An irate queue of cars built up
behind me. I noticed that the Miura is so low that I could

Lamborghini Miura

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
LAMBORGHINI MIURA SV (1970-74)
Engine: 3929cc V12 transverse
Bore x stroke: 82mm x 62mm
Compression ratio: 10.7:1
Ignition and fuel: Magneti Marelli and 4 triple downdraft

Webers
Power: 385bhp @ 7850rpm
Torque: 286lb ft @ 5000rpm
Transmission: 5-speed manual, rear-wheel drive
Brakes: 4 vented discs. No servo.
Wheels: 7.5 x 15 and 9 x15
Tyres: 225/65/15 and 275/55/15
Kerb weight: 1245kg
0-60mph: 5.5sec 
0-100mph: 12.5sec 
Top speed: 180mph
Current value: £200,000

ABOVE: The interior was
basically intact and was
the only area that did not
require great attention
BELOW: Colour chosen
was the original red
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Some later SVs had air-con but as the car is packaged
enough, I did not fancy the complication or the extra heat
created in the cooling system. You don’t get owt for nowt.

Handling
Road and track handling are far beyond what I was
expecting. Time and trouble getting the geometry right, 
new Pirelli rubber (Longstone Tyres tel: 01302 711123) and
factory-rebuilt Konis has paid off. Unlike the silence of modern
cars, at motorway speeds cabin noise is high. It emanates
from the motor, the transmission, the tyres and wind noise
around the frameless door glass. The motor is a real wailer. 
It has reasonable performance up to 3000rpm, and then the
induction roar arrives. By 4500rpm, the motor is thinking
about delivering some torque. From here on up to 8000rpm 
all hell lets loose. The Miura was the fastest car in the
world when new. It still is quick but in a long-legged sort of
way. The gearchange hinders the traffic lights Grand Prix
and a modern sports-hatch would be all over it on a B-road
dash. But given ear plugs and a lot of space, a Miura is still
a quick car. By the time you read this the Miura will be
travelling to Italy again for the Val Saviore Classic and the
Vernasca Silver Flag hillclimbs.

Would I do it again?
The Miura blends art with design and, as David Hockney
said, “Art has to move you and design does not, unless it’s 
a good design for a bus.” The Miura is art that moves. 

While driving it has its own pleasures, I can now
understand collectors who just look at their cars and 
never drive them. Art can be defined as something
desirable that has no practical use. The Miura’s artistic
function is only diminished by the fact that it can transport
two people and quite a lot of luggage. Would I do it again?
Definitely not.
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TOP: Driving on part of
the old circuit at Monza
ABOVE: The first outing
post-restoration was on
the prestigious 380km
Milano-Sanremo Rally
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